Perfusion computed tomography could be a new tool for single-session imaging of ureteric obstructive pathology: an experimental study in rats.
Perfusion imaging redefines computed tomography (CT) as a technique that can now depict vascular physiology in addition to detailed anatomy. The major clinical applications of perfusion CT are in acute stroke and oncology. Currently, there are very limited data on the application of perfusion CT in urology. The aim of the present study is to investigate the potential value of perfusion CT in anatomic and functional evaluation of obstruction in a single session on experimental hydronephrosis model in rats. Thus, we evaluate the perfusion CT in a new clinical application. Twenty-eight rats were randomly allocated into 4 groups each consisting of 7 rats. At the third week of experimental intervention, postoperative renogram curves and perfusion parameters of the right kidneys' cortex and pelvis were assessed by CT. The right ureter was sutured as proximal complete obstruction in group 1, as distal complete obstruction in group 2, and as proximal partial obstruction in group 3. Group 4 served as the sham control group. Computed tomography was performed with single-slice tomography. Dynamic examination was performed with the help of perfusion software through contrast-enhanced tomography examination. In all study groups, the aorta time/density curves showed a rapid increase after a rapid decrease, and the duration to reach peak concentration in the normal kidney cortex was observed to be later than the aorta as expected. In groups 1, 2, and 3, the duration to reach peak concentration lengthened and the peak concentration values decreased. The time/density curves gradually increased as a result of the accumulation of the contrast agent in the pelvis, and a peak was observed at the end of the procedure in all study groups. In groups 1, 2, and 3, a statistically significant decrease (P = .01, P = .01, and P = .01, respectively) was observed in the peak concentration values of the contrast agent in comparison to group 4. The flow and blood volume values gradually decreased as the grade of the obstruction increased and the localization of the obstruction or grade of obstruction moved closer to the kidney. In conclusion, perfusion CT technique, performed in a single session, is a useful method for anatomic visualization, together with functional evaluation, in the diagnosis of ureteric obstructive pathology of experimental hydronephrosis model.